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Fix a prime l. In this paper, we explore various senses in which the ramification
in an infinite l-extension of number fields can be “small.” In particular, (1) we
construct infinitely many pairs of primes p� q (distinct from l) such that � admits
an infinite l-extension unramified outside �p� q�; and (2) we explore the possibility
of finding infinite unramified subextensions inside infinite ramified l-extensions of
number fields.  2002 Elsevier Science (USA)

1. INTRODUCTION

Let l be a prime number, let k be a number field, and let T be a finite set
of places of k. Let kT be the maximal l-extension of k unramified outside
T (inside some fixed algebraic closure of k), and put Gk�T = Gal�kT/k�.
When is Gk�T infinite? While we do not currently possess an algorithm for
deciding such questions, we do have a number of sufficient conditions for
the infinitude of Gk�T .
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For example, if T contains all places of k dividing l, then kT contains
the cyclotomic (and all other) �l-extensions of k; indeed, in this case, the
resulting characters of Gk�T onto �l go a long way toward revealing the
structure of this group (cf. [18, 26]). For some results regarding the inter-
mediate case where T contains some but not all primes dividing l, see [24].

By contrast, the tamely ramified (T is away from l) and unramified (T
is empty) cases are not well understood; essentially the only result is the
criterion of Golod–Shafarevich, which states that if k admits sufficiently
many independent cyclic extensions of degree l unramified outside T , then
Gk�T is infinite. In other words, if the l-rank of Clk� T (the ray class group
of k modulo �T = ∏

�∈T �) is large, with respect to the l-rank of the unit
group of k, then Gk�T is infinite. The latter can happen either because
the l-rank of the ideal class group of k is large, or because T has large
cardinality. In Section 2, using a result of Gras and Munnier [9], we show
that Gk�T can be infinite in a large number of cases even when the ideal
class group is trivial and T is small, for instance: k = � and �T � = 2. This
answers a question in [29, p. 413]. Note that for k = � and �T � = 1, Gk�T

is cyclic, hence finite.
Let us abbreviate the tame condition (the finite places in T have absolute

norm congruent to 1 modulo l) by �T� l� = 1. The main question we con-
sider in this paper is: When T is nonempty, �T� l� = 1, and kT/k is infinite,
how can we measure the amount of ramification that actually takes place in
this tower? To state a more precise question, let us introduce some more
terminology. Let us say that F is an intermediate number field of kT/k
when k ⊆ F ⊆ kT and F/k is finite. For such a field F , let T �F� be the set
of F-divisors of the places in T . By a subextension of kT/k, we will under-
stand a field extension L/F , where k ⊆ F ⊂ L ⊆ kT with 
F � k� < ∞.

Question 1.1. Suppose �T� l� = 1 and kT/k is infinite. Is there an inter-
mediate number field k′ of kT/k and a proper subset T ′ of T �k′� such that
Gk′� T ′ is infinite?

Our main focus will in fact be the following particular case:

Question 1.2. Suppose �T� l� = 1 and kT/k is infinite. Does kT/k admit
an infinite unramified subextension? In other words, is there an intermedi-
ate number field F in kT/k such that GF�� is infinite?

One of our main results is that the answer to this question is “yes” when
�T � is large enough (Theorem 4.1). We also produce a number of infinite
families of examples with T of small cardinality where Question 1.2 has a
positive answer, for example, with base field k = � and T consisting of two
odd primes (Theorem 5.1 and Remark 5.4).

A recent conjecture of Fontaine and Mazur (Conj 5a of [6]) states that,
when �T� l� = 1, Gk�T has no infinite l-adic analytic quotients. In the final
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section, we formulate a hypothesis regarding the subgroup growth of the
groups Gk�T (Question 6.8). As well as providing a positive response to
Question 1.2, this hypothesis encompasses the Fontaine–Mazur conjecture,
and even a generalization of it due to Boston; cf. Section 6, especially
Remark 6.9.

On the other hand, a positive answer to the following strong version of
Question 1.2 would clearly reduce the verification of the Fontaine–Mazur
conjecture to the unramified case �T = ��.
Question 1.3. Does every infinite tamely ramified l-extension K of a

number field k admit an infinite unramified subextension; i.e., are there
intermediate fields k ⊆ F ⊂ L ⊆ K, with F/k finite, such that L/F is
infinite and unramified?

Note that the restriction to tame extension in the above questions
(and in the Fontaine–Mazur conjecture) is necessary. For example, a
�1-extension admits no infinite unramified subextension. On the other
hand, in a recent paper [15], we have studied Galois groups with wild ram-
ification of “bounded depth” (meaning the higher ramification groups in
the upper numbering at primes dividing l vanish at some prescribed finite
level), and shown that they behave very much like tame Galois groups.
The questions above and the Fontaine–Mazur conjecture are valid in this
more general setting, but to fix ideas, we will deal from now on with the
tame case only.

Our initial motivation for asking Questions 1.1 and 1.2 was the following.
In previous papers [12–14], we have demonstrated the utility of tamely
ramified extensions in lowering Martinet’s record on asymptotically minimal
root discriminants [25]. If inside a given record infinite tamely ramified
tower, one could locate an infinite unramified tower, one would obtain a
corresponding lowering of the estimate for the asymptotically minimal root
discriminants of number fields of the given signature; see also Remark 5.12.

2. GOLOD–SHAFAREVICH FOR TAME TOWERS

Notation. Fix a prime l. For a pro-l group G, define the generator rank
d�G� and relation rank r�G� by

d�G� = dim�l
H1�G� �l�� r�G� = dim�l

H2�G� �l��
We will call a finitely generated pro-l group G “Golod–Shafarevich (GS)”
if r�G� ≤ d�G�2/4; such groups are infinite (this is the Golod–Shafarevich
Theorem [8] as improved by Vinberg and Gaschütz. For any group G, we
write dl�G� = d�G/Gl� for its l-rank.
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Let k be a number field, and let T be a finite set of prime ideals of k.
We assume that �T� l� = 1; i.e., Nk/�� ≡ 1 mod l for all � ∈ T . Put θT = 1 if
T is empty and k contains a primitive lth root of unity, 0 otherwise. Let ET

k

be the subgroup of Ek consisting of units congruent to 1 modulo all primes
in T . If k has r1 real and r2 complex infinite places, then dl�ET

k � = r1 + r2 −
1 + θT . We write Clk� T for the ray class group of k modulo �T = ∏

�∈T �.
We recall the criterion of Golod–Shafarevich for the infinitude of Gk�T (see
[18, 26, 28, 33]).

Theorem 2.1 (Golod–Shafarevich criterion). With notation as above, if

dl�Clk� T � ≥ 2 + 2
√
r1 + r2 + θT �

then Gk�T is infinite.

We recall briefly the ingredients of the proof. The main arithmetic com-
ponent of it is the estimate 0 ≤ r�Gk�T � − d�Gk�T � ≤ dl�ET

k � due to Sha-
farevich. The above criterion then follows from the fact that GS groups
are infinite. Note that d�Gk�T � = d�Gab

k�T � = dl�Clk� T �. Also, all open sub-
groups of Gk�T have finite maximal abelian quotients (we say that G is
FAb). If d�Clk� T � = 1, then Gk�T is abelian, hence finite. Moreover, by a
Theorem of Taussky, if l = 2 and Clk� T = �2� 2�, then Gk�T is finite (see
[16, 21]).

3. A THEOREM OF GRAS AND MUNNIER

Fix a prime number l, a number field k, and a set T = ��1� � � � � �n� of
prime ideals of k with cardinality n. A natural question is whether there
exists a cyclic extension K/k of degree l which is “exactly-T -ramified,” by
which we mean that the set of (finite and infinite) places of k ramified in
K is precisely T .

A theorem of Gras and Munnier [9] or [10] provides an answer. Let

Ak = �α ∈ k×��α� = �l for some fractional ideal � of k��
The map sending α ∈ Ak to �, where �α� = �l, induces an exact sequence

1 −→ Ek/E
l
k −→ Ak/k

×l −→ Clk
l� −→ 1�

Hence, dl�Ak� = dl�Ek� + dl�Clk�.
Theorem 3.1 (Gras–Munnier). For each �i ∈ T , let �′i be a prime of

k�µl� dividing �i. Then there exists an exactly-T -ramified cyclic extension of
degree l over k if and only if there exists �a1� � � � � an� ∈ ��×

l �n such that
n∏
i=1

(
k�µl�A

1/l
k �/k�µl�
�′i

)ai

= 1�
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In other words, the existence of such an extension is governed by the exis-
tence of a multiplicative relation between the relevant Frobenius symbols
in the Kummer extension k�µl�A

1/l
k �/k�µl�. We derive two consequences

of this theorem, which will be very useful for us.

Proposition 3.2. Let k be a number field. Suppose F/k is an extension
of degree n, and � is a prime of k which splits completely in F�µl�A

1/l
F �/k.

Let S = ��1� � � � ��n� be the set consisting of the n primes of F dividing �.
Then,

(1) dlClF� S ≥ n.

(2) There exists a cyclic degree l extension K/F , exactly-S-ramified.
Moreover, for any such K, one has dlClK ≥ n− 1.

Proof. (1) The hypothesis for the decomposition of � forces the trivi-
ality of all the Frobenius symbols appearing in an application of the Gras–
Munnier criterion to F and implies that, for all i = 1� � � � � n, there exists a
cyclic degree l extension Fi/F exactly-��i�-ramified. Hence the composi-
tum of these Fi is a subfield of the S-ray class field of F , and its Galois
group over F (which is a quotient of ClF� S by class field theory) is an ele-
mentary abelian l-group of rank n. Thus, dlClF� S ≥ n.

(2) Again the Gras–Munnier criterion assures the existence of K.
We can now give two proofs for the second claim. First, since K/k is ram-
ified at each �i, KFi/K is unramified. Moreover, the n cyclic degree l
extensions K/F� F1/F� � � � � Fn−1/F are independent. So the Hilbert class
field of K contains the n − 1 independent cyclic degree l extensions
KF1/K� � � � �KFn−1/K, giving us, by class field theory, that dlClK ≥ n− 1.

Alternatively, we can use the following genus theory formula (see, e.g.,
Schoof [31]),

dlClK ≥ ρF/K − 1 − dl
EF

EF ∩NK/FUF

�

where ρF/K is the number of places of F which are ramified in K/F , EF is
group of units of F , and EF ∩NK/FUF are units of F which are everywhere
local norms (UF is the group of idèle units of F). At places prime to �,
every unit of F is a local norm in K/F (since K/F is ramified only at
�1� � � � ��n). Now, � is decomposed in F�E1/l

F �/F , hence every unit ε ∈ EF

is an lth power in F�i
, and thus a norm in K�i

/F�i
. As consequence, we

have

EF = EF ∩NK/FUF�

which gives dlClK ≥ n− 1.
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Proposition 3.3. For any finite set T of k-primes,

(1) There is a set S of k-primes of positive density such that, for all
� ∈ S, k admits a T ∪ ���-exactly-ramified cyclic degree l extension.

(2) If �T � > dl�Ak�, there exists a subset T0 of T with �T0� ≥ �T � −
dl�Ak� such that k admits a T0-exactly-ramified cyclic degree l extension.

Proof. The first claim is a simple consequence of the Cebotarev Density
Theorem. To prove (2), consider Gal�k�µl�A

1/l
k �/k�µl�� as a vector space

over �l, and let V be the subspace spanned by σi = ��k�µl�A
1/l
k �/k�µl��/

�′i� for i = 1� � � � � n. After renumbering we can assume that σ1� � � � � σm
generate V . Note that m ≤ dl�Ak�. Writing each σj �m < j ≤ n� as a “linear
combination” of the basis vectors and then multiplying these together, we
find a relation involving at least n −m ≥ n − dl�Ak� of the σi. We then
apply Theorem 3.1.

4. UNRAMIFIED SUBEXTENSIONS WHEN �T � IS LARGE

We can now show that Question 1.2 has a positive answer whenever �T �
is large (with respect to the unit rank of k).

Theorem 4.1. For a given number field k, there is a constant t with the
following property: for every set of k-primes T satisfying �T� l� = 1 and �T � ≥ t,
there is a cyclic degree l extension K of k contained in kT such that GK�� is
infinite. In fact, we may take t = 2u+ 4 + 2

√
lu+ 2 + 2

√
u+ 1, which only

depends on u = r1 + r2.

Proof. First, if dl�Clk� ≥ 2 + �2
√
u+ 1�, then Gk�� is infinite, so any

t ≥ 0 will do. We may assume, then, that dl�Clk� ≤ 1 + �2
√
u+ 1�, which

gives the estimate dl�Ak� = dl�Clk� + dl�Ek� ≤ u + 1 + �2
√
u+ 1�. Now

suppose �T � > dl�Ak�. By Proposition 3.3(2), there exists a cyclic degree l
extension K of k inside kT such that dl�ClK� ≥ �T � − dl�Ak� − 1 −dl�EK�.
By applying the Golod–Shafarevich criterion, K has an infinite unramified
l-extension as soon as

�T � − dl�Ak� − 1 − dl�EK� ≥ 2 + 2
√
dl�EK� + 1�

The proof is now complete upon combining the estimate on dl�Ak� with
the estimate dl�EK� ≤ ul + 1.

In the above proof, if we replace Proposition 3.3(2) with Proposition 3.3(1),
then we can obtain infinite unramified subextensions of kT∪���, for appro-
priate auxiliary primes �, with a corresponding lowering of the threshold for
the size of T to t = 2 + u+ 2

√
lu+ 1; we leave the details to the reader.
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5. INFINITE Gk�T WHEN �T � IS SMALL

Let us examine what is possibly the simplest situation by imposing the
following conditions: T is nonempty and k = �. Then we have r�Gk�T � =
d�Gk�T �, so, by Golod–Shafarevich, this group is infinite as soon as its
generator rank is at least 4, leaving the interesting cases of 2-generator and
3-generator groups.

First we focus on the case l = 2.

5.1. Groups with Two Generators

We now give the existence of infinitely many sets T consisting of odd
primes with �T � = 2 or �T � = 3 such that G�� T is an infinite group with
r = d = 2. This answers (the first part of) Question 15 in [29, p. 413].

Recall that for any odd prime p, the maximal 2-extension of � unrami-
fied outside �p� or even outside �p�∞� is finite. By the result of Taussky
mentioned at the end of Section 2, G�p� q�∞� is finite if p ≡ q ≡ 3 mod 4.
On the other hand, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1. (1) There exist infinitely many pairs of odd primes p and
q such that � admits an infinite 2-extension unramified outside �p� q�∞�.

(2) There exist infinitely many pairs of odd primes p and q such that �
admits an infinite 2-extension unramified outside �p� q�.

The infinite groups G�� �p� q�∞� for part (1) and G�� �p� q� for part (2) have
r = d = 2.

Proof. First some notation: For an odd prime p and a divisor m of
p − 1, let Km be the unique subfield of degree m of the cyclotomic field
��µp�.

(1) Suppose p ≡ 17 mod 32, so that K16/K8 is a CM extension ram-
ified at the unique place of K8 dividing p. Choose α ∈ K8 such that
K16 = K8�

√
α�. Let q be a prime that is totally decomposed in K8�i�/�

(such primes have Dirichlet density 1/16). Then N = K8�√qα� is a totally
complex quadratic extension of K8 ramified at the eight places dividing q
as well as the unique place above p and all the infinite places. By genus
theory (see the proof of Proposition 3.2), d2ClN ≥ 9 − 1 = 8, so that by
Theorem 2.1, N , a �p� q�∞�-ramified 2-extension of �, admits an infinite
unramified 2-extension.

(2) Now suppose p is a prime satisfying p ≡ 1 mod 16 and K = K8.
Let F = K�√AK�; we may note, from genus theory, that since only one
prime is ramified in K/�, the class number of K is odd and dl�AK� =
dl�EK�. Thanks to the Cebotarev Density Theorem, there exist infinitely
many primes q that split completely in F/�. Let T = ��1� � � � � �8� be the
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set of primes of K over q. Proposition 3.2 implies that the 2-rank of the
T -ray class group of k is at least 8. By the Golod–Shafarevich criterion,
GK�T is infinite, so KT/� is an infinite 2-extension, ramified at p� q and
nowhere else.

Remark 5.2. After this paper was written, Lemmermeyer informed us
that Part (1) of this theorem, with the same proof, can be found in [22].
For further results about the structure of G�� T for small sets T , see Boston
and Perry [4], Boston and Leedham-Green [5], and Koch [20].

Note that we have in fact proven a stronger result: for each prime p ≡
17 mod 32, there is a set of primes Sp of Dirichlet density 1/16 such that,
for all q ∈ Sp, G�� �p� q�∞� is infinite. (A similar set S′p with much smaller
density exists in the totally real case as well.) Indeed, in the totally complex
case, an examination of the proof of (1) gives, via the cyclotomic reciprocity
law, a fairly explicit criterion:

Proposition 5.3. Suppose p� q are odd primes satisfying

p ≡ 17 mod 32� q�p−1�/16 ≡ 1� 2p− 1 mod 4p�

Then, G�� �p� q�∞� is infinite.

Remark 5.4. In view of Question 1.2, we note that the proof of (1) in the
above theorem shows that there are infinitely many pairs of primes �p� q�
such that ��p� q�∞�/� admits an intermediate number field with infinite
unramified 2-tower.

Example 5.5. For T = �17� 101�∞� and T = �17� 37501�, G = G�� T

is infinite, with d�G� = r�G� = 2. For the latter, we used PARI to find the
first split prime in the appropriate governing field K�√AK�. The former
gives an infinite unramified 2-tower whose layers have root discriminant
less than 1715/161011/2 < 144.

5.2. Groups with Three Generators

We can easily obtain examples of infinite G�� T with generator rank 3;
it suffices to take an example of rank 2 from above and throw in an extra
prime! Further examples can be found in Schmithals [30] and Schoof [31],
where imaginary quadratic fields with three discriminantal divisors and infi-
nite 2-class field towers are constructed. But, we want to mention another
construction which has the merit of allowing only small primes to ramify.
We begin with a lemma.

Lemma 5.6. Let p1� p2� p3 be three odd prime numbers. Suppose p1 and
p2 split and p3 ramifies in an imaginary quadratic extension k of �. Then the
maximal 2-extension of k, unramified outside places dividing p1, p2, and p3,
is infinite.
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Proof. It is not difficult to see that the 2-rank of the T -ray class group
of k, where T consists of the places of k dividing p1� p2� p3, is 4. Thus,
Gk�T has r = d = 4 and is therefore infinite by Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 5.7. Let p3 ≡ 3 mod 4 be a prime. Then there exists a set S
of rational primes of density 1/2 such that, for any pair of distinct primes
p1� p2 ∈ S, G�� �p1� p2� p3�∞� is an infinite 3-generator pro-2 group.

Proof. We apply the previous lemma with k = ��√−p3�, where S is
the set of primes which split in k.

Example 5.8. Since 3 and 5 split completely in ��√−11�, � admits
an infinite 2-extension unramified outside �3� 5� 11�∞�. The fields in this
tower have root discriminant bounded by 3 · 5 · 11 = 165. By the discrimi-
nant lower bounds (see Odlyzko [27]), assuming the Generalized Riemann
Hypothesis, ��3� 5� 11�/� is a finite extension. The possibility is raised in
[29, p. 413] that, for all triples of odd primes p� q� r���p� q� r�∞�/� is an infi-
nite 2-extension; in this direction, see Remark 5.12 below. It is unknown
to us even whether ��3� 5� 7�∞�/� is an infinite tower or not; note that the
product of these primes, 105, is well above the GRH bound 8πeγ ≈ 44�7.

5.3. The Case l > 2

Theorem 5.9. For every prime l, there exist infinitely many pairs of primes
p and q (distinct from l) such that � admits an infinite l-extension unramified
outside �p� q�.

Proof. We have already discussed the case l = 2, so assume l is odd,
and let n = l if l ≥ 11, else put n = l2. Suppose p is a prime satisfying
p ≡ 1 mod n and K = Kn, with notation as in the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Let F = K�µl�A

1/l
K �. Thanks to the Cebotarev Density Theorem, there

exist infinitely many primes q that split completely in F/�. The rest of
the proof, showing that G�� �p� q� is infinite, is exactly as in the proof of
Theorem 5.1(2), and is left to the reader.

5.4. Infinite Gk�T with T a Singleton

We may ask for a criterion for the existence of a single prime � such that
k���/k is infinite. For instance, if k has trivial l-class group, then no such
prime exists. We now show that, on the other hand, if k possesses even a
mildly nontrivial l-class group (compared to its degree), then such primes,
indeed infinitely many, always exist. For simplicity, we restrict to l = 2 and
k totally complex; it is clear how to adapt the idea to the general case.
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Theorem 5.10. Let k be a totally complex number field of degree m over
�. Suppose that there exists an unramified extension F of degree 2n over k. If

2n ≥ 2m+ 3 + 2
√
m2 + 3m+ 1�

then there exists infinitely many prime ideals � of k such that k���/k admits
an infinite unramified subextension.

Proof. Thanks to the Cebotarev Density Theorem, there exist infinitely
many primes � of k such that � is totally decomposed in F�√AF�/k. By
Proposition 3.2, there is a quadratic extension K of F contained in k���
satisfying d2�ClK� ≥ 2n − 1. The hypothesis on n ensures that 2n − 1 ≥ 2 +
2
√

2nm+ 1, so K satisfies the Golod–Shafarevich criterion for the infinitude
of GK��. If k is imaginary quadratic, one needs only n ≥ 4.

Note that if we merely want � such that k���/k is infinite, we can use a
slightly better bound.

5.5. When is kT/k Infinite for all Singleton T?

Suppose k is a number field and l is any prime. There is a least number
b = bl�k� ≥ 0 such that whenever T satisfies �T� l� = 1 and �T � ≥ b, kT/k
is infinite. Indeed, the l-rank of the T -ray class group tends to infinity with
�T �, hence it surpasses the Golod–Shafarevich bound eventually. Of course,
bl�k� = 0 if and only if k has an infinite unramified l-class field tower. Is
it true that there are no number fields k with bl�k� = 1? We rephrase this
question more directly as follows.

Question 5.11. Suppose k is a number field such that, for every prime �
not dividing l, the group Gk� ��� is an infinite pro-l group. Does this imply
that Gk�T is infinite?

Remark 5.12. A positive answer to this question is essentially an
improvement of the Golod–Shafarevich criterion. It would follow, for
example, that an imaginary quadratic field with five discriminantal divisors
has an infinite 2-class field tower (apply Theorem 2.1, noting that θT = 0
when T is nonempty). In particular, the quadratic field of discriminant
−5460 = −4 · 3 · 5 · 7 · 13 with class group �2� 2� 2� 2� would have an infi-
nite unramified 2-tower, with root discriminant

√
5460 < 74. The current

record is 82.11 [14].

5.6. A Reinterpretation

Here we will recast the questions we have investigated thus far in a more
group-theoretical framework. For a number field k and a prime l, let S
be the set of all places of k not dividing l (including the infinite ones).
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Then kS/k is the maximal tame l-extension of k, with Galois group Gk�S .
Choose a prime � of kS lying over each prime � ∈ S and let I� be the
inertia group corresponding to these choices. For finite subsets T of S,
the group of interest to us, Gk�T , is the quotient Gk�S/Nk�T corresponding
to the closed normal subgroup Nk�T generated by the collection 	k� T =
�I��� /∈ T� ⊆ 	k = 	k�� of pairwise nonconjugate subgroups of Gk�S .

In a previous subsection, we asked: Suppose 	k generates a closed sub-
group of finite index in Gk�S; i.e., Gk�� is finite; is it possible that by remov-
ing a single element of 	k, the resulting new subgroup has infinite index?
(In other words, is there a prime � ∈ S such that k���/k is infinite?) For
k = �, for example, the answer is no. But for k = �, we showed in The-
orems 5.1 and 5.9 how, by removing two elements of 	�, we can get sub-
groups of infinite index.

The interpretation of Question 5.11 in these terms is as follows.

Question 5.13. Consider the Galois group Gk�S of the maximal tame
l-extension of k, equipped with the family of pairwise nonconjugate sub-
groups 	k as above. Suppose by removing any single element I� of 	k, the
closed subgroup Nk� ��� generated by the remaining elements has infinite
index in Gk�S . Does it follow that the closed subgroup generated by 	k

itself has infinite index in Gk�S?

6. FONTAINE–MAZUR AND GENERALIZATIONS

In this section, we recall the Fontaine–Mazur conjecture and some gen-
eralizations. After defining some invariants measuring the subgroup growth
of pro-l groups, we introduce a hypothesis on the subgroup growth of the
tame Galois groups Gk�T which would have as consequence not only a pos-
itive answer to Question 1.2, but also to the Fontaine–Mazur conjecture
and even a generalization of it due to Boston (for the latter, we require a
second conjecture of Boston’s as well).

6.1. Measures of Subgroup Growth

To a finitely generated pro-l group G, we will attach a function aG�s� on
the unit interval, and an associated invariant γ�G�, both of which measure
the rate at which the generator-rank of open subgroups grows.

Definition 6.1. For a finitely generated pro-l-group G and a real num-
ber s ∈ 
0� 1�, we put

aG�s� = lim inf
U⊂OG

d�U�/
G � U�s�
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where U ⊂O G means U is an open subgroup of G. Let γ�G� = sup�s ≥
0�aG�s� > 0� be the “growth exponent” of G; if aG�s� vanishes on [0, 1],
we put γ�G� = 0.

It is clear that aG�s� is a nonincreasing, nonnegative function on the unit
interval.

Proposition 6.2. For a finitely generated pro-l group G, we have:

(1) aG�1� ≤ d�G� − 1;
(2) if G is free-pro-l, then aG�1� = d�G� − 1;
(3) if G is a Demuskin group, then aG�1� = d�G� − 2;
(4) γ�G� = 1 if G is free pro-l or a Demuskin group;
(5) if G is l-adic analytic, then aG�1� = 0.

Proof. (1) and (2) are consequences of Schreier’s Theorem: for an open
subgroup U of G,

d�U� − 1 ≤ 
G � U��d�G� − 1��
with equality for all U if and only if G is free. (3) This is well known (see
[32] for example). (4) follows from (2) and (3). (5) It is a result of Lubotzky
and Mann that G is l-adic analytic if and only if it has bounded generator
rank [23, 34].

6.2. Boston’s Conjectures

We recall two conjectures due to Boston. The first generalizes the
Fontaine–Mazur conjecture, which states that an l-adic representation of
the absolute Galois group of a number field k which factors through Gk�T

(for a finite set of primes T satisfying �T� l� = 1) must “come from alge-
braic geometry” (in a precise sense); algebro-geometric considerations then
imply that such an extension must be finite. To summarize,

Conjecture 6.3 (Fontaine–Mazur). If k is a number field and T is a finite
set of primes of k with �T� l� = 1, then for every n ≥ 1, the image of every
continuous l-adic Galois representation Gk�T → GLn��l� is finite.

This is equivalent to the conjecture stated in the Introduction, since every
finitely generated l-adic analytic group is linear over �l. Motivated by con-
siderations concerning the deformation rings of l-adic Galois representa-
tions, Boston [2] has extended this conjecture as follows.

Conjecture 6.4 (Boston’s generalization of Fontaine–Mazur). Let k and
T be as above. For every complete, Noetherian local ring R with finite
residue field of characteristic l, and n ≥ 1, a continuous homomorphism
G → GLn�R� has finite image. In particular, if G is a subgroup of GLn�R�,
then G is finite.
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An earlier conjecture of Boston’s (see [3]) concerns the generator-rank-
growth of groups embedded in GLn�R�.
Conjecture 6.5 (Boston). If G is a finitely generated pro-l-subgroup of

GLn�R�, where R is a complete, Noetherian local ring with finite residue
field of characteristic l with Krull dimension r, then there is a constant C
depending on G such that

d�U� ≤ C
G � U�1−1/r�

for all open subgroups U ⊂O G.

Remark 6.6. If R = �l, then r = 1, and the conjecture asserts that the
open subgroups have bounded generator rank. This conjecture is true in
that case (Proposition 6.2).

Some examples from [11] reveal a relationship between Boston’s two
conjectures.

Theorem 6.7. Let l be a prime number. Suppose Conjecture 6.5 is true.
There exist infinitely many number fields k such that, for every complete
Noetherian local ring with finite residue field of characteristic l, and every
n ≥ 1, Gk�� cannot be realized as a subgroup of GLn�R�.
Proof. Given an integer t > 0, the first author has constructed [11]

infinitely many number fields k equipped with a sequence of unramified
l-extensions kn/k �n = 1� 2� � � �� such that

(1) the degree 
kn � k� → ∞,
(2) t ≤ dl�Clkn�/
kn � k� ≤ dl�Clk�.

This shows that Gk�� has a sequence of open subgroups Un with index
tending to infinity such that d�Un� ≥ t
Gk�� � Un�. According to Conjec-
ture 6.5, Gk�� is not linear over any complete, Noetherian local ring with
finite residue field of characteristic l.

6.3. A Final Question

In this subsection, we will present a final question about the structure
of the groups Gk�T , a positive answer to which would imply (a) a positive
answer to Question 1.2, (b) the Fontaine–Mazur conjecture, and even (c)
Boston’s generalization of the latter, as long as we admit his Conjecture 6.5.

Question 6.8. Suppose �T� l� = 1 and Gk�T is infinite. Is it true that
γ�G� = 1 for every infinite quotient G of Gk�T?

Remark 6.9. (1) Even the much weaker statement: Every infinite quo-
tient G of Gk�T satisfies γ�G� > 0 would imply the Fontaine–Mazur con-
jecture, since l-adic analytic groups have bounded generator-rank.
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(2) Moreover, a positive answer to Question 6.8 together with Con-
jecture 6.5 would mean that no infinite quotient of Gk�T is linear over
complete Noetherian local rings with finite residue field of characteristic l,
so l-adic representations of Gk�T over such rings must have finite image,
verifying Conjecture 6.4.

(3) On the other hand, a positive answer to Question 1.3, which is
stronger than Questions 1.1 and 1.2, would reduce the verification of Ques-
tion 6.8 to the unramified case �T = ��.

Since the only current method for showing Gk�T is infinite is to show it
has an open subgroup which is Golod–Shafarevich, we begin by asking what
one can say about the growth exponent γ�G� of groups G which are GS,
i.e., have few relations? First, we describe a construction of Shalev, which
shows that γ�G� can vanish for such groups.

Example 6.10. Let Fd be free pro-l of rank d �d ≥ 1�, and let �l be
the l-adic integers. Let G = Fd × �l. Then G has d + 1 generators and
d relations, so it is a GS-group. Now for integers m and n, if we take
U�m�n� = Am × ln�l, with Am ⊂O Fd, �Fd/Am� = m, then U�m�n� is an
open subgroup of G. Now, �G/U�m�n�� = m · ln, and U�m�n� is a pro-l-
group with �1 +m�d − 1�� + 1 generators. Thus,

d�U�m�n��/
G � U�m�n�� = 2
m · ln + d − 1

ln
�

In particular, aG�1� = 0 for this group. Note, however, that this group is
not FAb (it has open subgroups with infinite abelianization), so is not one
of our groups Gk�T .

We are led to the following purely group-theoretical.

Question 6.11. Suppose G is a finitely generated pro-l group which is
GS and FAb; does it follow that γ�G� = 1?

Finally, let us show how a positive answer to Question 6.8 (in fact a much
milder condition) would imply an affirmative answer to Question 1.2. Our
proof uses the following theorem of Furuta [7].

Theorem 6.12 (Furuta). Suppose K/k is a tamely ramified l-extension of
number fields, with t finite places of k ramified in K. Let u0 = d�Ek/E

l
k� be

the l-rank of the unit group of k. If

d�Gal�K/k�� ≥ 2 + 2
√
t + u0 + 1�

then the l-class field tower of K is infinite.

Theorem 6.13. Suppose �T� l� = 1 and Gk�T is infinite. Moreover, assume
that γ�Gk�T � > 1/2. Then, there exists an intermediate number field k ⊆ K ⊂
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kT such that Gk�� is GS. In particular, kT/k admits an infinite unramified
subextension.

Proof. By assumption, we may choose r > 1/2 such that aGk�T
�r� > 0.

Let ki be a nested sequence of subfields in kT/k such that

lim
i

dl�Ui�

Gk�T � Ui�r

> 0�

where each Ui = Gal�kT/ki� is open. Let us write mi = 
ki � k� for its
degree. Then the unit rank ui = d�Ek/E

l
k� is at most miu0 + 1. The set Ti

of places of ki above those in T has cardinality bounded above by mit0. If
for all i, dl�Ui� < 2 + 2

√
ti + ui + 1, then

lim
i

dl�Ui�

Gk�T � Ui�r

≤ lim
c
√
mi

mr
i

= 0�

where c is a constant independent of i. This contradicts the condition on
ki. Thus, there exists i such that dl�Ui� ≥ 2 + 2

√
ti + ui + 1. Let kabi the

maximal abelian extension of ki in kT . Since kabi /ki is ramified in at most
ti places, and has Galois group of l-rank dl�Ui�. Furuta’s theorem shows
that kabi has an infinite unramified Hilbert l-class field tower.
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